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Abstract
A Swedish research satellite called MATS (Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography and
Spectroscopy) is scheduled for launch during late 2019. It carries an instrument with multiple CCDs to
record images of the limb of the Earth at altitudes of 70-110 km. This data will be used to perform
spectroscopy and tomographic reconstruction of the temperature and composition of the
Mesosphere and the lower Thermosphere. This will allow the creation of 3D models depicting the
interaction and occurrence of gravity waves (waves in the atmosphere caused by the forces of gravity
acting on the varying air density with altitude). A better understanding of the occurrence and
creation of gravity waves will lead to a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the atmosphere.
In order for MATS’s limb instrument to perform tomography, it is crucial to counteract the rotation of
the Earth, as MATS scans the atmosphere. Part of this thesis project was to calculate the optimal
way to do that by pointing the limb instrument in a certain direction. The result was achieved by
simulating MATS and the FOV of its limb sensor using a MATLAB script. It was found that by changing
the yaw of the satellite as a function of the argument of latitude (angular orbital position) using this
equation
Ø𝒚𝒂𝒘 = −𝟑. 𝟖° ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (Ɵ𝐚𝐫𝐠 _𝒍𝒂𝒕 – Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 − 𝟐𝟎°) ,

(1)

a ten-fold increase of MATS ability to stay on target was achieved. Ø𝐹𝑂𝑉 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ defined as in Figure 4.
MATS plans to perform calibration of the limb sensor using stars, so there is a need to identify which
stars are visible and for how long. A star tracking program was developed, using similar logic to the
previous MATLAB program but programmed in Python3 instead. By utilizing the Python3 package
PyEphem it allows the logging of stars visible to MATS and their frequency of availability in a given
time period. This data can then be used to decide appropriate times for calibration.
Controlling MATS and performing operations and procedures such as stellar and lunar calibration,
requires software that can predict when certain events occur, such as the Moon being visible, and
from that, plan a sequence of commands for MATS. An “Operational Planning Tool” was therefore
created to allow easy scheduling of MATS commands. This software was developed in Python3.
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arglat (or “arg of lat”) = Argument of Latitude
CCD = Charge Coupled Device
COM = Center of Mass
Dec = Declination
ECI = Earth Centered Inertial
ESA = European Space Agency
FOV = Field of view
FRF = FOV reference frame
HFOV = Horizontal Field of View
H-offset = Horizontal offset angle
IR = Infrared
LP = Looking Point
LTU = Luleå University of Technology
MATS = Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography and Spectroscopy
NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration
RA = Right Ascension
RAAN = Right Ascension of the Ascending Node
SGP4 = Simplified General Perturbation Model Version 4
SRF = Spacecraft reference frame
STK = Satellite Tool Kit
Timeline-gen = Timeline-generator
UI = User-Interface
UV = Ultra-Violet
VFOV = Vertical Field of View
V-offset = Vertical offset angle
XML-gen = XML-generator
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of MATS
MATS (Mesospheric Airglow/Aerosol Tomography and Spectroscopy) is an upcoming Swedish
satellite that has been in development for several years. It is part of a new Swedish initiative to
create affordable scientific satellites, utilizing the newly developed InnoSat Platform from OHB
Sweden. The InnoSat spacecraft concept is a small spacecraft platform (MATS weighs about 50 kg)
that is designed to launch “piggyback” on other larger projects. Figure 1 shows the design of MATS.

Figure 1: Shows the design of the MATS satellite.

The scientific goal of MATS is to measure and map, in 3D, the occurrence of gravity waves in the
atmosphere at altitudes ranging from 70-110 km altitude. This will be done by looking at noctilucent
clouds which form at around 80 km altitude, and the variation of light emitted from excited oxygen
at around 100 km. A 3D structure of the atmospheric limb (the limb of the Earth is the edge of the
atmosphere) will be generated by using tomographic reconstruction on images taken as MATS moves
in its orbit. This is achieved using an imaging instrument that looks at the Earth’s limb. A picture
taken of the Earth’s limb by NASA’s Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-2 (SOLSE-2) is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Shows a picture taken of the Earth’s Limb by NASA’s Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-2 (SOLSE-2).
Image Courtesy:
https://www.nasa.gov/missions/earth/Measuring%20Ozone%20from%20Space%20Shuttle%20Columbia.html

This Limb Imager will be pointing backwards in the orbital track, towards a tangential point, LP,
located at a fixed altitude, hLP, in the orbital plane. The direction that the Limb Imager is pointing is
defined as the optical axis of MATS, and a tangential point means that the angle between the optical
axis, when pointing towards a tangential point, and the vertical direction from the surface is 90°. This
setup can be seen in Figure 3.
The Limb-Imager will filter and separate the incoming light into 6 different passband wavelengths in
the UV (760-780 nm) and IR (270-300 nm) spectrum onto 6 different CCDs. (Gumbel J. , 2018)
(Rymdstyrelsen, 2018).
During normal limb-scanning operation, 40 pixels are binned for the UV CCDs to achieve a horizontal
resolution of 50 super pixels (Christensen, Gumbel, & Megner, 2018).
MATS will also have a nadir-camera that looks perpendicular to its orbit trajectory towards the
surface of the Earth.
The MATS satellite is being developed by OHB Sweden, ÅAC Microtec, The Department of
Meteorology (MISU) at Stockholm University, The Department of Earth and Space Sciences at
Chalmers and The Plasma Physics Group at KTH, and Omnisys Instruments. The project is funded by
the Swedish National Space Agency (SNSA), (Rymdstyrelsen, 2018).
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Figure 3: Shows the orientation of MATS and its Limb Imager according to the reference frame stated in PlatformPayload Interface Requirements Document (Team I. D., 2017). WGS 84 ellipsoid is a model of the Earth as an ellipsoid.

The project is planned for launch during late 2019 into a 585 km altitude, Sun-Synchronous near
dusk/dawn orbit, which will allow MATS’s solar panels to almost always be illuminated.
In Table 1 are the estimated orbital properties of MATS listed.
Table 1: Shows orbital properties of MATS.

Mean altitude relative
to sphere (r=6371 km)
585±10 km

Inclination

Eccentricity

97.61±0.2°

0±0.001

Local Time of
Ascending node
06:30±8min

1.2 Master Thesis project description
This Master Thesis project was done as part of LTU’s master program in Space Technology at The
Department of Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engineering and was conducted at Chalmers
University of Technology at The Department of Space, Earth and Environment under the supervision
of Dr. Ole Martin Christensen and professor Donal Murtagh.
The goal was to develop tools for optimizing the pointing, command, and calibration procedures for
MATS, which will allow improved performance and accuracy of its scientific instruments. The report
is structured into 3 different areas.
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The first part covers the optimal way to point the Limb Imager which is described in chapter 3. The
second area of this report concerns the ability to track and identify appropriate stars, which can be
used to calibrate MATS. This is described in chapter 4. The third area concerns the development of a
software tool, which can be used to create command timelines for the operation of MATS over the
lifetime of the mission. A command timeline is series of commands to be performed by MATS over a
specific time period, typically about 1 week. This is covered in chapter 5.
For the first part of the project, MATLAB was deemed appropriate, and therefore used for the
calculation of the Limb Imager’s pointing. During the course of the project the definition of the
problem progressed, and the MATLAB program used to simulate the Limb Imager was in response
reiterated and extended to encompass these changes. This is evidenced by the splitting of chapter
3.3 into two parts.
Later on, for the tasks described in chapter 4-5, Python3 is used because of the availability of
astrophysics packages such as PyEphem.

1.3 Reference frames for MATS
The formal reference frames shown in Figure 3 have been altered for this report and the definition of
them will be stated here and is illustrated in Figure 4. The Y and Z axes have exchanged naming
convention, and the origin has been changed to the COM of MATS.

Figure 4: Shows the reference frames of MATS used in this report. Notice that the figure is very similar to the reference
frames in Figure 3 but here is the origin located in the COM of MATS, and the Y and Z axes have exchanged naming
convention.
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The spacecraft reference frame (SRF) with origin at the COM of MATS is defined as follows:




XSRF pointing in the opposite direction of the velocity of MATS.
YSRF pointing towards the center of the Earth.
ZSRF completes the right hand frame of the coordinate system.

To get the FOV reference frame (FRF), rotate SRF around the ZSRF axis so that XSRF is pointing towards
the look point, LP, which is defined as a tangential point at an altitude of hLP in the orbital plane. This
angle is called the “FOV pitch” of MATS and is almost constant for normal operation of MATS but it
will change slightly during the course of the orbit (because of the Earth not being entirely spherical).
For a spherical Earth, this angle is also equal to the orbital position angle of MATS compared to
where the LP is located because of simple geometry as shown here. The angle sum of a triangle is
equal to 180° and because the LP is a tangential point, it gives
𝜽𝑳𝑷_𝑴𝑨𝑻𝑺 + 𝟗𝟎° + (𝟗𝟎° − FOV pitch) = 𝟏𝟖𝟎°.

(2)

Rewrite to get
𝜽𝑳𝑷_𝑴𝑨𝑻𝑺 = 𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉.

(3)

All rotations specified in this report assume the initial orientation of the satellite as specified in
Figure 3, meaning that the Limb Imager is looking in the orbital plane. Rotations around these axes,
using the right-hand rule, and their applied order will be defined in this report as:
1. Pitch is rotation around the Z-axes. Meaning that pitch is rotation in the orbital plane when
the Limb Imager is pointing in the orbital plane.
2. Yaw is applied after pitch and is defined as rotation around the YSRF –axis.
3. Roll is lastly performed and is defined as rotation around the XSRF –axis. Note that currently
no roll maneuvers are considered in this report.
The Limb Imager’s FOV and how the positions of visible objects are defined; is illustrated in Figure 5.
The center of the FOV of the Limb Imager is also called the optical axis of MATS, which is for normal
operation, when looking in the orbital plane, in the same direction as the XFRF axis and the LP.
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Figure 5: Shows MATS’s Limb Imager’s FOV and how the position of a visible object is defined.

The rectangle in Figure 5 shows the FOV of the Limb Imager. The center of the FOV is where the
optical axis is situated, and when looking in the orbital plane during normal Limb Imaging operation,
where the LP is located. The position of any visible object in the FOV is defined by H-offset and Voffset, which are defined as the angles between the optical axis and the projection of the vector
“from MATS to the object” onto the HFOV and VFOV planes.
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2 Theory
2.1

Orbital Parameters

For this report, orbital parameters will be given in ECI (earth-centered inertial) reference frame.
Every orbit is based on a center of mass from which the orbit occurs, for example the center of mass
for the orbits of the planets is close to the center of the sun (as the sun is much heavier than
anything else in the solar system).
The orbital parameters define the orbital plane, and the current and possible positions of an object in
that plane. The orbital parameters are usually referenced to the line of nodes, which is the line
where the orbital plane intersect with the plane of reference, and the ascending node, which is the
point where the object passes upwards through the plane of reference. The plane of reference is an
arbitrary chosen plane, and for Earth-orbiting objects; it is usually defined as the equator.
Together with the plane of reference and a specified direction called the reference direction, which
usually is defined as the March Equinox, they create a base of reference for astronomical objects
seen from Earth. The March equinox is defined as the point at which the subsolar point, the point
where the sun is exactly 90° overhead, crosses from the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern
Hemisphere. Figure 6 shows an illustration depicting the most of the orbital parameters.

Figure 6: Shows the orbital parameters that define an orbit where the orbital plane (yellow) intersect a plane of
reference (gray). For ECI, the reference plane is defined around the equator. Not shown here is the orbital parameters
Eccentricity and the Semi-major axis , which defines the shape and size of the orbit.
(Image courtesy: By Lasunncty at the English Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8971052)

The orbital parameters are (Vallado, Fundamentals of Astrodynamics and Applications 3rd edition,
2007):
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Semi-Major Axis: Defines the size of the orbit. For an elliptic and circular orbit it defines the longest
radius of the orbit, meaning the distance from the center of the orbit to the farthest point away from
the center the orbiting object can occur.
Eccentricity: Defines the shape of the orbit; how elliptic it is. Being zero for a circular orbit and below
one for an elliptic orbit (one or larger for parabolic or hyperbolic orbits).
Inclination: An angle that defines the vertical tilt of the orbit compared to the plane of reference,
measured at the ascending node.
Longitude of the ascending node (or RAAN): An angle that defines the location of the ascending node
in the reference plane compared to the reference direction. It is called the RAAN for Earth orbiting
objects, when the reference plane is the equator.
Argument of periapsis (perigee): Defines the orientation of the ellipse in the orbital plane. It is the
angle from the ascending node to the periapsis (the point where the object is closest the center of
mass) in the orbital plane.
True anomaly: Defines the position of the orbiting object in the orbit. It is the angle from the
periapsis to the object in the orbital plane.
Argument of latitude is often referenced throughout this report which is the sum of the Argument of
periapsis and the True anomaly, effectively being equal to the orbital position angle referenced from
the equator for Earth orbits.
Because of the precession of the Earths rotational axis and other varying effects, it will cause the
stated reference frames to slightly change over the years. This makes it necessary to also specify the
epoch date at which certain measurements are made.
For other farther away objects such as stars, their position on the celestial sphere is often given in RA
(right ascension) and Dec (declination), which are angles measured from the celestial equator, and
the crossing point of the celestial equator and the ecliptic plane. The celestial sphere is an arbitrary
large sphere projected from the center of Earth onto which distant objects such as stars are
projected. The equator of the Earth is projected onto the celestial sphere and this plane is then called
the celestial equator, and the ecliptic plane is the orbital plane of the Earth projected onto the
celestial sphere. These arrangements are depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Shows the declination and right ascension angles of a star, as defined from the Earth’s equator (in blue) and the
crossing point of the ecliptic plane (in yellow) and the celestial equator projected.
(Image courtesy: Av haade - own work redrawn from en wikimedia, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1649916)

2.2

Sun-Synchronous Orbits

The Earth is often depicted as a sphere with evenly spread out mass, but in reality this is not true.
The Earth is actually an oblate spheroid, meaning that the earth is flattened over the poles. This
bulge over the equator causes instability in the gravitational forces acting on objects in nonequatorial and non-polar orbits. This will cause the orbit to precess with respect to the celestial
sphere.
If this precession matches the movement of the Earth around the Sun, causing the orbit’s RAAN to
precess 360° per sidereal year (the time it takes for the Earth to complete one orbit around the Sun),
it will cause the orbit to always maintain the same appearance, as seen from the Sun.
This is achieved when the orbit is retrograde (moving in the opposite direction of the rotation of the
Earth), and by tuning the orbit’s altitude and inclination to each other. (Vallado, Fundamentals of
Astrodynamics and Applications 3rd edition, 2007).
So if a Sun-Synchronous orbit has a local time of the ascending node set to nearly 06:00 or 18:00
(MATS’s orbit is 06.30), an object in this orbit will almost always be in view of the Sun. This is energy
efficient from a space mission perspective, as the solar panels can operate almost continuously.
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Figure 8: Shows a sun-synchronous orbit. The precession of the orbit causes it to always maintain the same appearance
as seen from the Sun.
Image courtesy: Study.com

2.3

TLE-files

The orbital model mentioned previously is idealized as there are many different perturbation forces
such as drag, radiation and changes in the gravitational field (induced for example by other
astronomical object such as planets and the mentioned oblateness of the Earth) that cause satellites
to change their orbit. Orbits will therefore act unpredictably and this creates a need to keep
measuring and pinpointing the position and velocity of orbital objects.
To keep track of Earth-orbiting objects, their orbital properties are usually logged in a so called Twoline element set, or TLE, which has been the standard for the North American Aerospace Defense
Command, NORAD, since the 1970s. By using TLE-files together with propagators, such as SGP4, and
gravitational field models it is possible to predict the orbital changes and movement of satellites
relatively accurately for up to a few weeks. A TLE-file contains two rows of data such as epoch, drag
coefficient, mean motion, eccentricity and so on. These elements can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3
(Kelso, 2018).
Table 2: Explains the content of line 1 in a TLE-file. The example is taken from a TLE-file for the swedish ODIN satellite.

Field
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

17

Columns
01-01
03-07
08
10-11
12-14
15-17
19-20
21-32
34-43

Content
Line Number
Satellite number
Classification (U=Unclassified)
Last two digits of launch year
Launch number of the year
Piece of the Launch
Epoch Year
Epoch day and fractional portion of the day
1st Time Derivative of Mean Motion divided by
two

Example
1
26702
U
01
007
A
18
259.92808957
.00000323
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10

45-52

11
12
13

54-61
63
65-68

14

65-69

2nd Time Derivative of Mean Motion divided by
six (decimal point assumed)
BSTAR drag term (decimal point assumed)
The number 0
Element set number (Incremented when a new
TLE is generated)
Checksum (modulo 10)

00000-0
25301-4
0
999
1

Table 3: Explains the content of line 2 in a TLE-file. The definition of the parameters is stated in chapter 2.1. The example
is taken from a TLE-file for the swedish ODIN satellite.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.4

01
03-07
09-16
18-25
27-33
35-42
44-51
53-63
64-68
69

Line number
Satellite number
Inclination (degrees)
RAAN (degrees)
Eccentricity (decimal point assumed)
Argument of Perigee (degrees)
Mean Anomaly (degrees)
Mean Motion (revolutions per day)
Revolution number at epoch
Checksum (modulo 10)

2
26702
97.5903
276.5019
0009562
296.2890
63.7355
15.07651834
95985
5

SGP4 and Propagators

SGP4 (Simplified General Perturbation Model Version 4) is a so called propagator or mathematical
model which is used to predict the position and velocity of orbiting objects in-between actual
measurements. When an object is measured, its orbital data is for example saved as a TLE-file
(mentioned in 2.3). This data can then be used by a propagator model, such as SGP4, and take into
account many parameters such as gravitational field models and drag resistance, in an attempt to as
accurately as possible predict the future movement and position of that object. The date at which
the initial conditions are taken, meaning when the measurements were made, is called the epoch of
the propagation and is used as the initial conditions that the propagator bases its predictions on.
There exist many different propagators of varying complexity and accuracy, but for the scope of this
report and the MATS mission, SGP4 is chosen.
SGP4 is a medium complex propagator that has in general, a mean deviation of about 35 km (AlongTrack), 5 m (normal or out-of-plane), and 100 m (radial) for a propagation period of 6-7 days for near
Earth-objects (Saika Aida, 2013).
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2.5

Systems Tool Kit

Systems toolkit (STK) is a physics-based software package from Analytical Graphics, Inc. It offers an
easy way to implement and display orbiting satellites together with specified sensors in a graphical
3D environment. Simple analysis of many mission parameters can be performed and it also allows an
easy and understandable interface, from which to visualize any chosen space mission.
STK was used to plot and show the orbit of MATS and the characteristics of its sensors in a 3D
environment. This was mostly done to act as an interactive and easily understandable support
medium to visualize and double-check any calculated values and their effects on the mission.

Figure 9: Shows an example picture of the 3D graphics and parameters generated using STK.

2.6

Charge Coupled Devices

When light falls on the capacitors inside a digital camera, the capacitors convert the light received by
each capacitor into electrical charges. A CCD (or Charge Coupled Device) move and convert these
electrical charges into digital data which is represented by the pixels in the image created.
When moving and converting these stored charges into digital data, the CCD may combine several of
the charges into a single pixel to reduce the effects caused by observation errors, at the cost of
spatial resolution. This process is called binning.
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2.7

Tomography and Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is the analysis of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter, often
as a function of the wavelength or frequency.
Tomography is a method used to image cross-sections of 3D structures by using a reconstructive
algorithm on a set of projected 2D pictures taken of the same volume from different angles. The
principle of this is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Illustrates the advantage of tomography over normal projected images. S1 and S2 shows cross-sections of
the 3D image which can be reconstructed from multiple projected 2D images such as P.
(Image courtesy: By Dtrx - user-created/selbsterstellt, CC BY-SA 3.0 de,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7225299)

Imagine that the camera that records the image P rotates around the 3D structure while
continuously taking images. By combining these images and applying reconstruction algorithms, it is
possible to create cross-sections of the 3D structure, shown as S1 and S2. The cross-sections can then
be combined to view the 3D structure in its entirety.
MATS will fly over the atmosphere in a circular orbit, continuously recording images of the
atmosphere, which will allow tomography to be utilized.

2.8

Hipparcos Star Catalogue, apparent magnitude and stellar
classification

From 1989 to 1993 the scientific satellite Hipparcos, developed and designed by ESA, conducted a
series of high quality measurements of celestial objects. These measurements were later categorized
and analyzed by NDAC and FAST consortia resulting in the high precision Hipparcos Catalogue, which
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holds entries of more than 118 200 stars. This catalogue contains, among other things, detailed
information about the position, apparent magnitude, classification, accuracy, and movement of stars
(Team B. S., 2012).
The apparent magnitude of a star is a logarithmic scale that defines how bright objects appears to an
observer on Earth. This brightness can be defined for different passbands of wavelengths, where one
of the most common (and also used in this report) is V-mag (visual magnitude), defined in the
passband between 500-600 nm (Bradley W. Carroll, 1996). The basis for the logarithmic scale (the
object taking on the apparent magnitude of 0) can be defined as any luminous object. Hipparcos and
this report use the logarithmic scale of the so called Johnson magnitude, which is based upon the
Flux-density of the star Vega, the brightest star in the constellation of Lyra. So the magnitude of Vega
takes on the value of 0. For the calculation of other celestial objects the following equation is used
𝑭

𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆 = −𝟐. 𝟓 ∗ 𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝟏𝟎 (𝑭 ) ,
𝟎

(4)

where F0 is the flux density of Vega and F is the flux density of the observed object. This definition
causes stars that are brighter than Vega to adopt a negative value, so the more positive the apparent
magnitude of an object is, the dimmer it appears.
Stellar classification is a way to categorize stars depending on traits such as size, brightness and
photometric characteristics.

2.9

Pyephem

Pyephem is a Python package for performing high-precision astronomy computations. The underlying
numeric routines are coded in C and are the same ones that drive the popular XEphem astronomy
application, whose author, Elwood Charles Downey, generously gave permission for their use in
PyEphem. (Rhodes B. , 2015).
Through the use of Pyephem it is possible to propagate astronomical objects through time and
calculate their positions. User defined objects can also be created from TLE-files. The program uses
the SPG4-propagator and it was used to write several programs during this Master Thesis.

2.10 RVorb
RVorb is a MATLAB function, created by Darin Koblick, which converts orbital elements to a state
vector, or a state vector back to orbital elements (Koblick, 2012).
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2.11 Vector rotation in 3D space
According to Modeling CPV (Cole, 2015) a column vector can be rotated with a given angle of θ
around a given unit vector, 𝑢, (right-hand rule for direction of rotation) in 3D space by left-side
multiplying the column vector with the matrix given in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Shows a matrix for rotating a vector in 3D space around a unit vector, u, with an angle of θ. (Cole, 2015)
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3 Pointing of the Limb Imager
3.1

Introduction

One scientific goal of MATS is to perform 3D-imaging of the atmosphere at altitudes from 70-110 km.
To achieve this, MATS will use tomography in order to allow 3D pictures to be reconstructed, as
MATS moves forward in its orbit and continuously records images of the same location from different
angles.
This use of tomography creates the need for MATS to keep looking at the same area. This effectively
means that MATS needs to keep a geographical location in the atmosphere, which rotates with the
Earth, in the center of its FOV as steadily as possible until it leaves MATS’s FOV. Exploring how to
achieve this is one of the aims of this master thesis.
The IR CCDs of MATS are required to image tangent altitudes from 75-110 km , and the UV CCDs to
image 70-90 km tangent altitudes (Ekebrand, 2017) (Gumbel J. , 2018). For the results presented here
in chapter 3, the vertical FOVs are combined, which creates a single requirement for the vertical
center (the optical axis) to be held at a tangential altitude of 90 km.
An illustration of the Limb Imager’s FOV, when looking in the orbital plane, and how a geographical
point appears in it is shown in Figure 12. Where a point appears in the FOV is defined by H-offset and
V-offset which are defined as the angular difference from the optical axis (the center of the FOV).

Figure 12: An illustration that shows MATS’s FOV, when pointing in the orbital plane, as an rectangle over the surface of
the Earth. Imagine the Earth rotating to the right and MATS moves backwards, out of the picture.

If MATS’s Limb Imager would stay fixed in the orbital track, a point in Earth’s atmosphere would
appear to be moving sideways in MATS’s FOV because of the rotation of the Earth.
The FOV of the Limb Imager was implemented using 5.67° for the full horizontal FOV and 0.91° for
the full vertical FOV. These values mean that locations situated at 70 km and 110 km altitude, at the
same latitude as the LP, appears right on the vertical edge of the FOV (Hammar, 2017).
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Table 4: Shows values for the Limb Imagers full FOV.

HFOV
5.67°

MATS’s Limb Imagers full FOV
VFOV
0.91° (70-110 km)

In addition to the sideways movement of a location, caused by the rotation of the Earth,
geographical locations would also be moving “up and down” on the vertical axis as MATS flies over it.
Further illustration why a geographical location would initially appear at the bottom of the FOV and
move upwards and then downwards is illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Shows the FOV of MATS in its orbit at 2 locations and how a geographical location would first appear at the
bottom and then appear to move upwards. Note that the angles and distances are greatly exaggerated.

After MATS pos.2 in Figure 13, the FOV will keep moving higher with regard to the location, making
the location appear to be moving downwards in the FOV for about 120 seconds until it finally exits at
the bottom. It takes about 204 seconds from the moment the location enters the FOV at the bottom
until it finally exits, again at the bottom.
For the special case of the location being located at 110 km altitude and a FOV as specified in Table
4; the geographical location will start moving downwards again when it reaches the edge of the FOV.
Note that a location first appearing in the FOV of MATS would not be situated at the same latitude as
the LP.
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A MATLAB simulation of how a geographical location at 110 km altitude appears in MATS’s FOV when
MATS only looks in the orbital plane is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Shows a plot (corresponding to the FOV of the Limb Imager) from a MATLAB simulation of how a geographical
location at 110 km altitude in the Earth’s atmosphere would appear in MATS’s FOV, if MATS keep its optical axis in the
orbital plane. The position first appears at an H-offset angle of 0 degrees and exits the FOV at around 1.6 degrees after a
duration of 204 seconds.

3.2

Method

The vertical center of MATS’s FOV is fixed at a constant tangential altitude, which for chapter 3 is
estimated to be 90 km. This means that the “FOV pitch” of MATS with respect to SRF will be close to
constant and that makes it impossible for a geographical location to be followed vertically.
So the only way to track a geographical location is follow it horizontally, by adjusting the yaw of
MATS in SRF to match the Earth’s rotation, and therefore minimizing the horizontal movement of a
location in MATS’s FOV. It is possible to counteract the movement of a specific location by holding a
constant yaw angle in SRF, from the moment the geographical location enters the FOV until it leaves.
If this angle is just right, it will cause the FOV of MATS to match the rotation of the location around
the Earth as MATS moves forward in the orbital track. This is illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Illustrates how MATS’s FOV moves as a constant yaw angle is held. The geographical position, that was initally
in the center of FOV of MATS, moves with the rotation of the earth but because MATS moves forward and a set constant
yaw angle is held, it causes the FOV of MATS to follow the geographical location horizontally.

This yaw angle depends on the position of MATS in the orbit when the location initially enters the
FOV. Being largest when the location is at the equator, and being close to zero when close to the
poles (almost no rotation).
A MATLAB program was created to find this constant yaw angle in SRF as a function of the initial
orbital position of MATS (argument of latitude). The program uses a MATLAB function called RVorb
(Koblick, 2012), which transforms Keplerian orbital parameters into state vectors, that can be used to
track an object in its orbit.
Needed for this program were inputs such as the size of the Limb Imagers FOV (to determine when a
point enters and leaves the FOV) and the pointing of MATS’s Limb Imager, which corresponds to an
estimation of MATS’s “FOV pitch” (as defined in Figure 4), and the orbital properties of MATS.
The FOV of the Limb Imager is as previously stated in Table 4.
The “FOV pitch” for the Limb Imager (angle between XSRF and XFRF in Figure 4) is estimated using
simple trigonometry, the fact that LP is tangential (Ekebrand, 2017), and that the center of the
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combined vertical FOV is assumed to be in the direction of a LP at 90km altitude. The altitude of
MATS will most probable be somewhere around 565-595 km (Hammar, 2017). So using an altitude of
585 km and assuming the Earth to be spherical, the “FOV pitch” is then calculated using
𝐜𝐨𝐬(Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 ) = (𝐑 𝑬𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒉 + 𝐡𝑳𝑷 )/(𝐑 𝑬𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒉 + 𝐡𝑴𝑨𝑻𝑺 )

(5)

which for the specified altitude range and R 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 6371 𝑘𝑚 gives
Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 = 𝟐𝟏. 𝟑𝟑°−> 𝟐𝟏. 𝟖𝟓° ≈ 𝟐𝟏. 𝟔𝟓𝟔𝟔°

(6)

The “FOV pitch” angle will in reality fluctuate slightly, because Earth is not completely spherical, and
the orbit won’t be perfectly circular. This is not accounted for in this MATLAB simulation.
The initial location of MATS, the geographical location that needs to be tracked, and the center of
MATS’s FOV (a tangential point on the optical axis) are all estimated as state vectors using RVorb and
then applying relevant rotations. Their movement is simulated by rotation and by changing the
argument of latitude of MATS and the LP.
MATS’s position is calculated by RVorb using orbital parameters, such as the semi-major axis and
inclination, equal to values given in Table 1. The tangential point in the center of MATS’s FOV is also
implemented with RVorb, but with a smaller semi-major axis (corresponding to the altitude of the LP,
90 km) and a positional argument differing from MATS by the value of “FOV pitch” (about 21.66°),
see Figure 4. This vector is then rotated depending on the desired yaw of MATS.
The same method, using RVorb and then applying a rotation on the yaw axis, based on the desired
position, is applied for the geographical point. The creation of the geographical location varied for
two different kinds of simulations in this report, see 3.3 for further explanation.
For simulation of only the downward movement of the location (location initially being positioned at
the top of the FOV, see where the location appears for MATS pos.2 in Figure 13), a full vertical FOV of
0.91° corresponds to a location being situated at 110 km altitude (as stated in Table 4).
For simulation of the full upward and downward movement, the location is first visible at 110 km
altitude but at the bottom of the FOV; see Figure 13 for MATS pos.1. This location at 110 km is
estimated by linearly scaling a vector “between MATS and a position at 70 km altitude”, situated at
the same latitude as the tangential point in the center of MATS’s FOV.
As time progresses in the simulation of the program, the locations are rotated around the Earth,
while MATS together with the center of its FOV moves forward in the orbit.
Vectors “from MATS to the center of FOV” and “from MATS to the location” are respectively
calculated in the simulation by taking the vector difference of the state vectors “to MATS” and “to
the center of FOV”, and the state vector “to MATS” and “to the location” at 110 km altitude. This is
illustrated in Figure 16. This is repeated for each time step as MATS and the center of the FOV are
moved by incrementally increasing the argument of latitude.
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Figure 16: Shows the calculation of of vectors from MATS to the center of FOV. The same applies for the calculation of
vectors from MATS to the location. Note that the figure is not up to scale.

The location moves by applying a rotation around the polar unit vector using the equation in Figure
11. This allows the calculation of the angles (H-offset and V-offset seen in Figure 12 and Figure 5)
between the vector “from MATS to the center of FOV” and the vector “from MATS to the location”.
This is achieved by projecting the vector “from MATS to the location” onto the HFOV and VFOV plane
of the defined FOV, see Figure 5, and then calculating the angles by taking the dot product of these
projected vectors and the vector “from MATS to LP”. This results in effectively simulating how a
location would appear in MATS FOV.
The program allows the orbital position of MATS, the pointing of the center of the FOV, and the
different locations to be looped and give plots showcasing the performance of how a geographical
location appears in MATS’s FOV.
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3.3

Results

At the start of the project, it was thought that a location would initially appear at the top of the FOV,
so at first the simulation started when the location was situated at the top of the FOV, at the same
latitude as the tangential point in the center of MATS’s FOV. This means that only the downward
movement of a location appearing in MATS’s FOV was initially simulated, see “MATS pos.2” in Figure
13. The yaw angle was also at first held with a constant value depending on the starting position of
MATS. This kind of simulation and its results are shown in chapter 3.3.1.
In chapter 3.3.2, the program was then extended to encompass the full movement, and the results
achieved in 3.3.1 are improved upon. Also, because MATS needs to make continuous yaw pointing
adjustments, it started to follow a function depending on the “arg of lat” of MATS over the course of
each simulation, instead of holding a constant yaw angle that depended on the initial “arg of lat”.

3.3.1

Downward Movement Simulation

The simulation tracks the positions of MATS in its orbit, the geographical location, and the tangential
point in the center of MATS’s FOV for the duration the location is visible in the FOV, as defined in
Table 4. This can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Shows the complete orbit of MATS. It also shows the positions of MATS, the center of MATS’s FOV, and the
geographical location (larger circle), all as a function of time for the duration of one simulation. The lonely circle inside
the orbitial track shows the direction of the north pole as seen from the center of the Earth, positioned at origo. Axes
display distances in km.
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Note that in Figure 17, the geographical location starts at the same latitude as the tangential point in
the center of the FOV (meaning that this simulation only covered the downward movement in the
FOV of MATS for the location), and it has barely moved, as the rotation of the earth is slow in this
timeframe of 116 seconds. The center of the FOV and MATS has moved the same distance, roughly
10 degrees in the orbit.
As mentioned, the program allows the calculation of the horizontal offset angle, H-offset, of the
geographical location compared to the center of MATS’s FOV, which in turn allows this angle to be
minimized. The H-offset and V-offset defines where the geographical position appears in MATS FOV,
see Figure 12 and Figure 5.
When the location and the tangential point in the center of the FOV are initially situated at the
equator, the H-offset movement for the location is minimized when the yaw angle in SRF of the Limb
Imager is held at ±4.11°, which also means that this is the absolute maximum yaw angle in SRF
required, as the rotational speed is max at the equator.
Whether the yaw angle should be positive or negative depends on whether MATS was moving from
the southern hemisphere to the northern or the reverse, being positive when moving from the
northern hemisphere to the southern when rotation is defined as in Figure 4.
The analysis was repeated for each possible starting position of MATS (“arg of lat”) in the orbit and it
was found that the yaw pointing angle in SRF as a function of the initial “arg of lat” for the
simulations would follow a cosine curve with corresponding amplitude of 4.11°. This cosine curve has
of course a period of 360°. Because MATS looks backwards with a pitch angle, ØFOV pitch, equal to
“FOV pitch”, see Figure 4 (FOV pitch is calculated in eq. 5-6), the yaw pointing angle in SRF (to hold
constant for the duration of a simulation) as a function of the initial argument of latitude of MATS is
Ø𝒚𝒂𝒘 = −𝟒. 𝟏𝟏° ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (Ɵ𝐚𝐫𝐠 _𝒍𝒂𝒕 – Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 )

(7)

Ɵarg_lat defines the orbital position of MATS but Øyaw needs to be max when the location is over the
equator, so ØFOV pitch is needed as a phase. The result can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Shows the most efficient yaw pointing angle in SRF, to hold constant for the 120 s duration of a simulation, as
a function of the intial argument of latitude of MATS. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch” as defined in Figure
4.

For plots and simulations up until now in chapter 3.3, the yaw angle has been held constant for the
duration of each simulation depending on the initial “arg of lat”. The problem is that measurements,
and attitude adjustments, needs to be done continuously. Because of this, the yaw pointing angle in
SRF needs to continuously change depending on the current “arg of lat”. The cosine curve from
Figure 18 is a good place to start.
Figure 19 shows the mean horizontal offset-angle of a location entering the FOV at the horizontal
center, during a downward movement of 120 sec, at different initial argument of latitudes, when the
yaw angle in SRF continuously, in each simulation, follows the cosine curve from Figure 18. A
comparison when holding the yaw angle constant at 0° is also shown. The performance has been
doubled but the rate of change of the yaw pointing angle over the poles creates a fairly large error.
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Figure 19: Shows the mean horizontal offset-angle during a simulation length of 120 s for a location intially situated at
the horizontal center of the FOV. The yaw pointing angle in SRF follows the cosine curve from Figure 18 and the x-axis
shows the intial argument of latitude of MATS for each simulation,. This is compared to when holding the yaw pointing
angle constant at 0°. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch”, as defined in Figure 4.

3.3.2

Full Movement Simulation

At this point in the project, the understanding of when a location initially appears was changed and
the MATLAB program was extended to simulate the full visible movement of a location, as defined in
Figure 13.
To find an optimal continuous yaw pointing function that minimizes the horizontal off-set angle
during the full up- and downward movement of a location, illustrated in Figure 13, several other
amplitudes and phase-shifts of the original cosine curve from Figure 18 were tested. After looping
these two parameters and comparing the mean horizontal off-set angles, for different initial
argument of latitudes over a full orbit, and also considering the maximum off-set angle ever
achieved; an optimal yaw pointing angle curve was found. Namely
Ø𝒚𝒂𝒘 = −𝟑. 𝟖° ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (Ɵ𝐚𝐫𝐠 _𝒍𝒂𝒕 – Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 − 𝟐𝟎°)

(8)

The phase was chosen as it gave very low mean horizontal off-set angle during a full orbit, but also
had the lowest maximum horizontal off-set angle. The extra phase of 20° and smaller amplitude gave
overall better results as it smoothed out the yaw movement when the FOV was over the poles, as
locations there are barely moving. With the simulation of the full movement, a slightly different
phase was also needed, as now the location would not be initially situated at the same latitude as the
tangent point in the center of the FOV, illustrated in Figure 13.
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This final, optimized yaw pointing angle curve can be seen below in Figure 20 and its performance
overall in the orbit (using initial argument of latitudes across a whole orbit) in Figure 21. The result
has been improved by a ten-fold compared to the achieved result when only looking in the orbit
plane, shown in Figure 19.

Figure 20: Shows the most efficient yaw pointing angle in SRF as a function of the “arg of lat” of MATS, for locations full
movement through MATS’s FOV. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch” as defined in Figure 4, and estimated in
eq. 5-6.

Figure 21: Shows the mean horizontal offset-angle of the location entering in the horizontal center of the FOV during its
full movement for 204 sec, at different initial argument of latitudes, when the yaw pointing angle in SRF follows the
cosine curve from Figure 20.
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The individual movement of geographical locations in MATS’s FOV, over the pole and equator, with
and without the yaw pointing function can be seen in Figure 22-Figure 27. In the Appendix there are
copies of Figure 22 and Figure 25, but with axis limits set to the exact size of MATS’s FOV, as defined
in Table 4, and with horizontal gridlines showing the pixel size during normal limb imaging operation.

Figure 22: Shows the full movement of geographical locations, as they first enter the FOV at a H-offset of -2.8°, -1.4°, 0°,
1.4°, and 2.8°, when MATS’s FOV is over the poles. The yaw pointing angle follows equation 8, as a total of 204 seconds
pass. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch” as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value
in the simulation.

Figure 23: Shows the full movement of geographical locations, as they first enter the FOV at a H-offset of -2.8°, -1.4°, 0°,
1.4°, and 2.8°, when MATS’s FOV is over the poles. The yaw pointing angle is held at 0, as a total of 204 seconds pass.
Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch” as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value in
the simulation.
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Figure 24: Shows the detailed movement of the horizontally middle location from Figure 22. This shows also the
maximum Horisontal off-set angle that will ever occur, which is close to 0.08°. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV
pitch” as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value in the simulation.

Figure 25: Shows the full movement of geographical locations, as they first enter the FOV, when MATS’s FOV is over the
equator. The yaw pointing angle follows equation 8, as a total of 204 seconds pass. Note that “pitch” is here equal to
“FOV pitch” as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value in the simulation.
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Figure 26: Shows the full movement of geographical locations, as they first enter the FOV, when MATS’s FOV is over the
equator. The yaw pointing angle is held at 0, as a total of 204 seconds pass. Note that “pitch” is here equal to “FOV pitch”
as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value in the simulation.

Figure 27: Shows the detailed movement of the horizontally middle location from Figure 25. Note that “pitch” is here
equal to “FOV pitch” as defined in Figure 4 and that “arg of lat of MATS” is the initial value in the simulation.

3.4

Discussion

Results were found which will improve the scientific performance of the MATS satellite mission,
which can be seen when comparing the horizontal movement in Figure 22 and Figure 23, and also
Figure 25 and Figure 26. The maximum mean horizontal movement for the duration of one location
being visible is decreased by as much as ten times, as seen when comparing Figure 21 and Figure 19.
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The application of the MATLAB program created could with minor tweaks be helpful for other Earth
scanning missions, and therefore there is room for lots of improvements to the code; the formatting
and the UI in particular. All plots and results are based on the value of “FOV pitch”. An estimation of
the “FOV pitch” was calculated by assuming the Earth to be spherical which suggests a slightly better
yaw pointing curve could be found by implementing a more precise value of “FOV pitch”.
The final yaw pointing curve was calculated by iteration of phase and amplitude of a cosine function
and a more analytical approach was never attempted. This leaves space for deeper research into
finding a better suited yaw pointing curve for future endeavors.
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4 Star-mapping and onboard star calibration
routines
4.1

Introduction

To accurately determine MATS’s attitude, an onboard star tracker will be utilized, which will allow
the pointing of the Limb Imager to be determined, as the angle between the star tracker and the
sensor is known. The angle will over the course of the mission vary slightly, because of thermal
effects for example. This creates a need for any change to be monitored.
This will be done by using the Limb Imager as a secondary star tracker. The Limb Imager will look at
stars in its FOV and compare them to where they are expected to be, according to the attitude
determined by the star tracker. Therefore, appropriate stars and at what times they are visible in the
Limb Imager’s FOV are required.
Furthermore, the CCDs used by the Limb Imager will degrade in performance over the course of the
mission, because of for example radiation effects. So by using the known spectral characteristics of
the stars, the Moon or simply by pointing towards a dark area in the sky; these changes can be
monitored.
Chapter 4 covers the calibration using stars as the anticipated signal from the stars can be compared
to what is actually measured to determine the degradation and properties of the CCDs. Therefore the
knowledge of specific stars being visible at particular times is critical for the planning of these
calibration activities (which is also utilized in an Operational Planning Tool discussed in chapter 5)
(Gumbel, o.a., 2018).

4.2

Method

Based on pre-flight performance analysis, stars with a Johnson V magnitude of 2 are supposed to be
sufficient when regarding their visibility to the Limb Imager. Using STK and the Hipparcos starcatalogue; the number of stars visible to the Limb Imager (FOV defined as in Table 4) at this
magnitude or lower over a year is plotted in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Shows the number of stars at magnitude 2 or brighter, visible in MATS’s Limb Imagers FOV over a year, when it
looks in the orbital track of MATS. At most, there are no visible stars continuously for about a week. The timestep used is
10 sec which corresponds to an angular change of 0.63° for the orbital position compared to the VFOV of 0.91°.

From Figure 28 it can be seen that several days can pass without any stars of magnitude 2 or brighter
being visible. To allow more stars to be chosen, MATS will have the possibility to perform yaw
changes (maximum ±3 degrees) out of the orbital plane.
Each star will be periodically be seen for about 5.75 days as the horizontal FOV of MATS is 5.67° and
the orbit is Sun-Synchronous, so the orbit will rotate with 360/365.25 degrees per day. This is an
approximation as the orbit isn’t completely polar and it is calculated here as
𝟓.𝟔𝟕°
(𝟑𝟔𝟎°/𝟑𝟔𝟓.𝟐𝟓)

= 𝟓. 𝟕𝟓𝟐𝟔𝟖𝟕𝟓 𝐝𝐚𝐲𝐬 ≈ 𝟓. 𝟕𝟓 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔.

(9)

A star will continuously remain in sight in each orbit for about 14.6 seconds as calculated below.
Assuming MATS’s altitude of 585 km, and the Earth’s radius (R) to be 6371 km, then for a circular
orbit the period is given by
𝐏 = 𝐨𝐫𝐛𝐢𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐨𝐝 𝐨𝐟 𝐌𝐀𝐓𝐒 =

𝟐∗𝐩𝐢∗√(𝐚𝐥𝐭𝐢𝐭𝐮𝐝𝐞+𝐑)𝟑
√𝛍

= 𝟓𝟕𝟕𝟑. 𝟔𝟓 𝐬

(10)

(Vallado, Fundamentals of Astrodynamics and Applications 3rd edition, 2007)
where
𝛍 = 𝐄𝐚𝐫𝐭𝐡’𝐬 𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐢𝐭𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐫 = 𝟑𝟗𝟖𝟔𝟎𝟎. 𝟒𝟒 𝒌𝒎𝟑 𝒔−𝟐 .

(11)

Then if MATS’s vertical FOV (VFOV) is 0.91°, the time a star stays in sight is approximated equal to
𝟎.𝟗𝟏
∗
𝟑𝟔𝟎

𝐏 = 𝟏𝟒. 𝟓𝟗𝟒𝟓𝟎𝟎𝟑𝟖 𝐬𝐞𝐜 ≈ 𝟏𝟓 𝒔.

(12)

This is too short time for any calibration to occur and the star will also not be stationary in MATS’s
FOV. To combat these problems, MATS will change the pitch of the satellite in FRF, currently by a
maximum of 3 degrees, as this will allow stars to be spotted sooner. When a star enters the FOV of
MATS, the attitude of MATS in the ICRF will be set to inertial, as this will allow the star to stay fixed in
the FOV. This will continue until the pitch is back to its initial value (FOV pitch, as defined in Figure 4),
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before the 3 degree change. The star will then appear stationary in MATS’s FOV for about 48 s, which
should be sufficient time for the calibration to be made.
To log and simulate the FOV of MATS compared to the position of stars, it was decided to create a
simulation and logging program in Python3. This program utilizes the orbit-propagator, SPG4, in
PyEphem (Rhodes B. C.) to effectively simulate the position of MATS, using relevant TLE-files for
MATS, provided over the course of the mission.
The program relies heavily on the logic of creating and rotating vectors from MATS to specified
directions, such as stars and its FOV, to allow calculations of the angles between them. This principle
was also utilized in the program created in Chapter 3, and more details can be found there. The main
difference being that stars needed to be tracked instead of locations.
As previously mentioned, MATS can perform yaw and pitch maneuvers to a maximum of 3 degrees
for the star calibration. Because of this, the simulated FOV is extended by an amount equal to these
attitude changes, instead of actually changing the pointing of MATS.
PyEphem is used instead of RVorb to allow the use of TLE-files as input into the program over the
lifetime of MATS. The optical axis of the instrument (the FOV direction of MATS’s Limb Imager) is
here instead created by rotating, in the orbital plane, a vector “to MATS” by a number of 90 plus
“FOV pitch” degrees. “FOV pitch” is continuously estimated, depending on the latitude of MATS, by
using the same logic as in chapter 3.1. The difference here is that the radius from Earth’s center to
the surface below MATS uses the WGS 84 ellipsoid model, yielding a slightly more accurate
assessment. The altitude of MATS is also continuously calculated in PyEphem, using the TLE-file
provided.

4.3

Results

The program written in Python3 takes as input the TLE-file of MATS and the size and pointing of its
FOV, and then calculates at what times, during a specific time window, stars of desired magnitudes
are visible, and where they are located in MATS’s FOV. The program utilizes the Hipparcos and Tycho
Catalogues (ESA 1997) from VizierR website and the module PyEphem.
A table is saved, containing the time, visual magnitude, longitude and latitude of MATS, and the
position of the star (when it enters MATS’s simulated extended FOV), and also the time, longitude
and latitude of MATS when the star would appear in the vertical middle of the FOV. The table also
contains the spectral classification. An example of the generated table can be seen in Figure 29
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Name
91262
36850
32349
30324
33579
30438
91262
36850
32349
33579
30438
91262
36850
32349
33579
30438

t1
2009/9/22 07:32:22
2009/9/22 08:01:22
2009/9/22 08:14:45
2009/9/22 08:15:20
2009/9/22 08:17:54
2009/9/22 08:24:26
2009/9/22 09:08:42
2009/9/22 09:37:42
2009/9/22 09:51:05
2009/9/22 09:54:14
2009/9/22 10:00:46
2009/9/22 10:45:02
2009/9/22 11:14:02
2009/9/22 11:27:25
2009/9/22 11:30:34
2009/9/22 11:37:07

t2
2009/9/22 07:33:17
2009/9/22 08:02:17
2009/9/22 08:15:40
2009/9/22 08:16:15
2009/9/22 08:18:49
2009/9/22 08:25:21
2009/9/22 09:09:37
2009/9/22 09:38:37
2009/9/22 09:52:00
2009/9/22 09:55:09
2009/9/22 10:01:41
2009/9/22 10:45:57
2009/9/22 11:14:57
2009/9/22 11:28:20
2009/9/22 11:31:29
2009/9/22 11:38:02

long1
lat1
long2
lat2
mag
H_offset V_offset H_offset2 V_offset2 e_Hpmag Hpscat
-5.261457361540433
32.33311149303237
-6.1132323236861525
28.942472400349224
0.03
-1.0911675720593816
3.3550897058601037
-1.0886970032730447
-0.06457122717651387
0.0021
0.014
-45.13446718642912
-73.76114579050281
-52.481346506775004
-76.65948875347354
1.58
4.098867841140731
3.35494638537476
4.090733727085189
-0.05742175912380469
0.0009
0.005
169.86909960177823
-53.75226029620678
168.42366764886347
-50.41840398118853
-1.44
-0.3918716397189671
3.3764716039726927
-0.39211811234676075
-0.04192270058950908
0.0024
0.04
168.92851425117578
-51.632183238213166
167.58974253233993
-48.290765903783715
1.98
-5.499935165466456
3.2607766572696932
-5.492004524087802
-0.15824918316440667
0.0014
0.01
165.50415792965487
-42.25298113032999
164.47935634658614
-38.888894398045274
1.5
4.253185353728079
3.3932144189404916
4.244992845064135
-0.028705297199020083
0.0005
0.005
159.35435122362378
-18.186420269007375
158.6255700391834
-14.798368110472374
-0.62
1.2337114956793493
3.3946010032281007
1.231214855366639
-0.03625541386943121
0.0066
0.039
-29.345777995365555
32.32862064365309
-30.19749233958239
28.93798496606453
0.03
-1.0404402635096404
3.3587200278726517
-1.0380526810791038
-0.06092074977640763
0.0021
0.014
-69.2251352004273
-73.76482726246545
-76.57537497384483
-76.66289701786937
1.58
4.044061275487823
3.3622883152106304
4.035989305413208
-0.050081699399200263
0.0009
0.005
145.7840494183724
-53.74823731478565
144.33883603151105
-50.41436392429448
-1.44
-0.45436015863734136
3.3812940294690828
-0.4544958824343073
-0.03711881008335872
0.0024
0.04
141.4196814821393
-42.24891033758467
140.39496186134065
-38.884813360016196
1.5
4.1959064387550775
3.395521546463041
4.18780326005057
-0.026418262172329413
0.0005
0.005
135.27025726670172
-18.182279466823054
134.54150340301805
-14.7942170630043
-0.62
1.1945265530510287
3.397961250900442
1.1920944814369034
-0.03291613872995713
0.0066
0.039
-53.43010076362479
32.32412296408464
-54.28175705123368
28.933487286496078
0.03
-0.9897183977915613
3.3623741952485378
-0.9874141568212672
-0.057246282701003154
0.0021
0.014
-93.31583395027675
-73.76852239480642
-100.6694341767659
-76.66631211245438
1.58
3.9892467170966235
3.3695833649284674
3.98123795167431
-0.042788442337362724
0.0009
0.005
121.6989855745882
-53.74420067298617
120.25399075378031
-50.41031020702207
-1.44
-0.5168463235865142
3.3861234477565123
-0.5168706754657946
-0.032306740103909784
0.0024
0.04
117.33520503462374
-42.24482929955559
116.31058103647345
-38.88072207670336
1.5
4.138630869089207
3.3978442985063593
4.1306172489168915
-0.024115616429552126
0.0005
0.005
111.17275564843895
-18.116540603608975
110.44434329421378
-14.728435511107905
-0.62
1.1552676560958721
3.338974887019064
1.1529771186837208
-0.09194872681393254
0.0066
0.039

o_Hpmag
90
61
159
84
123
87
90
61
159
123
87
90
61
159
123
87

Classification
A0Vvar
A2Vm
A0m...
B1II/III
B2II
F0Ib
A0Vvar
A2Vm
A0m...
B2II
F0Ib
A0Vvar
A2Vm
A0m...
B2II
F0Ib

Figure 29: Shows an example output generated from the Star-mapping program. Two different sets of time (t), longitude
(long), latitude (lat), horizontell offset (H_offset), vertical offset (V_offset) are saved. The first set, labeled 1, is when the
star in question enters the simulated extended FOV of MATS, and the second one (labeled 2), is when the star is
vertically in the middle, the same direction as the LP (see Figure 4). Other data is also saved such as the accuracy,
brightness and classification of the stars.

This program can be used to predetermine appropriate visible stars at desired times and positions of
MATS. Because the relevant position of the stars is shown; the program will also show if a change of
yaw in SRF of MATS is desirable, which may allow better suited stars to be used. The program
together with a revised edition for the purpose of Lunar calibration is also utilized as part of an
Operational Planning Tool, discussed in chapter 5.

4.4

Discussion

Parts of the developed program are later implemented in an Operational Planning Tool, described in
section 5, to allow the anticipation and planning of star calibration routines. The basic principles of
the script are also repurposed which allows the creation of a similar program that can predict
suitable times for lunar calibration. The basic principle of the program can also be used to schedule
other calibration routines depending on what circumstances these procedures depend on.
The accuracy of the results is dependent on the accuracy of the TLE-files provided, SPG4, the WGS 84
ellipsoid model, and also the fact that the distance from the center of Earth to the LP is set by a user
defined constant distance, which currently is estimated to
𝟔𝟑𝟕𝟏 + 𝒉𝑳𝑷 = 𝟔𝟑𝟕𝟏 + 𝟗𝟐 = 𝟔𝟒𝟔𝟑 𝒌𝒎,

(13)

using a LP altitude of 92 km. The results achieved are confirmed by professor Donal Murtagh, and in
STK.
Note that the Pyephem module utilized by the program has been deprecated by the original creator,
because of the author’s view on how data is handled in the program (Rhodes B. C.). This has no effect
on the correctness and liability of the program as the concerns are solely UI related and the package
is still kept up to date.
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5 Operational Planning Tool
5.1

Introduction

During the MATS mission there will be a need to perform different kinds of operations. These can be
normal scientific procedures, calibration procedures or operations that are only executed during
special circumstances. Every operation that MATS will be able to perform is defined in the “Science
Modes for MATS” document (Christensen, Gumbel, & Megner, 2018) and some of the science modes
can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5: Shows a part of the science modes that are to be schedueled and perfomed by commands stated in the
XML-file.

Mode
1

Description
NLC mode

Property to calibrate
-

Platform operation
Look at fixed limb
altitude 92.5 km

2

IR Mode

-

Look at fixed limb
altitude 92.5 km

3

NLC
yawcorrection
mode

-

4

IR
yawcorrection
mode

-

120

Staring
mode,
full

130

Offset mode,
full

200

Moon
Calibration
Off-axis star
staring

Instrument pointing
Point spread function
Bad pixels
Absolute calibration
Instrument pointing
Dark current
Bad pixels
Absolute Calibration

Fixed limb altitude
92.5
km and yaw
correction
for earth rotation
Fixed limb altitude
92.5
km and yaw
correction
for earth rotation
Stare at a point in
inertial
reference frame in
the orbit plane.
Look at fixed limb
altitude (e.g. 200
km)
Stare at a point in
inertial frame
Stare at a point in
inertial
frame up to +- 3
degree
off orbit plane

202

45

Absolute calibration
Pointing
Point spread function

Instrument operation
Standard (stop UV at
latitudes -/+45 degree).
Stop/start nadir at
dusk/dawn
High resolution IR
Stop/start nadir at
dusk/dawn
Standard (stop UV at
latitudes -/+45 degree).
Stop/start nadir at
dusk/dawn
Standard (stop UV at
latitudes -/+45 degree).
Stop/start nadir at
dusk/dawn
Full CCD readout.
Stop nadir

Full CCD readout.
Stop nadir
Standard binning.
Stop nadir
Full CCD readout.
Stop nadir
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These science modes are however not the same as the operational commands that will be used to
control the satellite. These are defined in the “InnoSat Payload Timeline XML Definition” document,
(OHB S. , 2018-06-04). In Figure 30, an example of such a command is shown.

Figure 30: Shows an example of a command used by MATS, taken from the “InnoSat Payload Timeline XML Definition”
document. This particular command, points the Limb Imager, with a stated rate, to a specifed altitude at the same
latitude as the LP. This command will in most cases be used by every science mode.

This creates a communications gap in the operation of the satellite, where the users and scientist
want to specify which scientific mode MATS should operate in, but the satellite operators need to
know which operational commands to upload. All these commands need to be written in a XML-file
using the XML-format (a language that is both human and machine readable), as specified in the
“InnoSat Payload Timeline XML Definition” document, (OHB S. , 2018-06-04).
One XML-file shall, for the duration of one timeline, contain all the commands to be performed by
MATS and their time of execution. A timeline is normally defined as one week of MATS’s lifetime and
this creates another problem as it would be a time-consuming and tedious process to manually
define when each scientific mode is going to run on a weekly basis. Some modes also depend on
when certain events occur, such as when a specific star or the Moon is visible to MATS.
Because of these problems, a program is needed where users can easily specify at what times
different scientific modes shall run, and from that, automatically generate operational commands in
a ready-to-be validated XML-file. The program is also required to predict and suggest when specific
scientific modes are suitable to operate during each timeline.

5.2

Method

The program was decided to be split into three parts. Together, these parts make up the
“Operational Planning Tool”.
The first part of the “Operational Planning Tool” is a program that can predict and give suggestions
for when certain scientific modes are going to run, effectively creating a timeline expressed as
modes. This program will for further reference be called “Timeline-generator”, “Timeline-gen” for
short.
The second part is another program, which can take a timeline consisting of scientific modes and the
times they are supposed to be active (the output from “Timeline-gen”), and create a complete XML-
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file containing all the necessary commands. This program will be called “XML-Generator” or “XMLGen” for short. Both were created using Python3 with a procedural programming paradigm.
Both “Timeline-Gen” and “XML-Gen”, as they are interlinked, will be using a module called
Default_Params, which will contain all the settings used by the programs. This third part of the
“Operational Planning Tool” will effectively function as a config-file for the programs, which will allow
settings and parameters of the programs to be changed without having to delve into the code.
Different Default_Params files can also be created, saved and used for a specific timeline.

5.3

Results

5.3.1

Overview

Both programs specified were created, and an overview of them is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Shows an overview of the two programs developed. These programs goal is to make it easy, before the start of
each timeline, to generate a XML-file containing all the commands to be executed by MATS for the duration of each
timeline.

Name:
Timeline-Gen

XML-Gen

Purpose:
To propagate and
simulate MATS and its
FOV to give suggestions
on when scientific modes
are preferably ran. Also
to save and log relevant
data such as sightings of
stars.
To generate a XML-file
containing all the
commands to be
executed by MATS for the
duration of a timeline,
usually 1 week, from a list
of scientific modes with
their run times and
optional parameters.

Input
TLE, date, Timeline
duration, settings for
calculation of dates,
settings for commands,
modes to be used and
their priority

Output
List of science modes
with the dates they
are going to be active
together with optional
parameters. Tables
containing sightings of
stars etc.

List of science modes
with the dates they are
going to be active
together with optional
parameters. Settings for
commands. Settings for
XML-file.

Complete XML-file
containing all the
commands to be
executed by MATS for
the duration of the
timeline.

Figure 31 illustrates the dependency of the different parts of the “Operational Planning Tool”.
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Figure 31: Illustrates the working principle of the “Operational Planning Tool” by showing the dependency of TimelineGen, XML-Gen, Default_Params. Together they create a Timeline based on modes (SCIENCE_MODE_LIST) and then
convert it into a “XML command file”.

5.3.2

Default_Params

The values in Default_Params are separated by functionality as there are values which are related to
the timeline and other values which are related to the commands of a specific scientific mode. Other
parameters are related to the calculation and simulation of the relevant dates for a specific mode,
which is performed in Timeline-Gen. Default_Params also contain the modes to be ran in a prioritized
order and the TLE data to be used.
The vision is that a user will make their own copy of Default_Params and define the values there to
fit the desired operation of the programs.
Some changeable parameters in Default_Params are, for example, the date, duration, and name of
the timeline, and minimum separation time from the end of one mode to the beginning of another.
Other settings are things such as the duration of science modes and timings of executed commands.
Options for the simulation and calculation of relevant dates for a specific mode might be the size of
MATS’s FOV, or specifications for stars to look for or parameters that decides if the Moon or a star is
visible.

5.3.3

Timeline-Generator

Timeline-Gen uses procedural programming and the more detailed implementation of this is shown
in Figure 32. The main function calls in a configurable order the ModeX functions, where X stands for
any mode.
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Figure 32: Shows the structure of TIMELINE-GEN. Each window represents a function with its available function calls
displayed. The order of operation is shown from top to bottom where arrows indciate the flow of the program with the
inputs and outputs diplayed. The flow of operation repeats itself depending on how many science modes are planned to
run.

Each ModeX function, the priority of which is specified in the Default_Params config file, will in turn
call the ModeX_date_calculator to propagate MATS for the duration of the timeline and calculate
relevant dates for the specific science mode in question. These dates are then filtered in
ModeX_date_selector where the final date is selected and saved to a variable called
Occupied_Timeline. This filtering process will select the most appropriate date (from a set of
constraints) and depending on if the date is already occupied, it may iterate the selection process.
Timeline-Gen will in the end create a list, as a JSON-file, containing all the scheduled scientific modes,
and the dates they will start and stop running. The list is also easily editable which will enable the
user to manually go in and change dates and/or add other scientific modes to run at any desired
date.
Parameters used by the program that are relevant for XML-gen is also displayed, which will allow
users to analyze and edit these separately without having to change the Default_params module. An
example of how this file will look in an editor is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Shows an example of a SCIENCE_MODE_LIST which is the output from Timeline-Gen (also the input to XMLGen). Row 1 for each entry contains the mode name, Row 2-3 contains the start and end date, Row 4 contains
parameters (to be used by XML-gen), and row 5 contains a comment.

Timeline-Gen will also separately save other relevant data in tables, such as sightings of stars (which
for example is the data table from Figure 29). This will help the user to analyze the results from
Timeline-Gen and make their own decisions regarding the weekly timeline of MATS.
For some of the ModeX_date_calculator functions, Timeline-Gen implemented parts of the program
created in Chapter 4. The Star calibration mode calculator for example, which is mode 202 (or 120 if
looking in the orbital plane). The same was done when creating a similar script for the
Mode200_date_calculator function, which is used for the Moon calibration mode (mode 200).

5.3.4

XML-Generator

XML-Gen also uses procedural programming as and the more detailed implementation of this is
shown in Figure 34.
ModeX stands here for any of the science-modes. as each mode will have their own functions. The
flow of operation repeats itself depending on how long the SCIENCE_MODE_LIST is (the output from
Timeline-Gen).
The variable “root” is a Python specific XML-tree format which is used to create a XML-file. The
variable “duration” is the duration of each mode, which is needed for Mode 1-4 to propagate the
satellite and plan commands for the on/off switching of the nadir camera. Some commands uses as
an argument the relative time from the start of a timeline, which is saved in the variable
“relativeTime”.
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Figure 34: Shows the structure of XML-Gen. Each window represents a function with its available function calls displayed.
The order of operation is shown from top to bottom where arrows indciate the flow of the program with the inputs and
outputs diplayed.

XML-Gen will, in the chronological order of the “SCIENCE_MODE_LIST”, Figure 33, use the
Generator_select function to call a specific ModeX_Generator.
The ModeX_Generator will call the ModeX_macro functions. One or more macros are designated to
each science mode. A macro is a set of commands with specific settings depending on the mode,
which together correspond to a series of actions performed by MATS.
Every Macro also has configurable settings that can be defined in Default_Params and in the
“Science_MODE_LIST”.
In most cases, a science mode has only one Macro, which for example could be to configure the CCDs
in a certain way and then point the satellite. Modes 1-4 have several macros, because while they are
running, the nadir camera is supposed to be turned off/on when certain events occur.
The Macros call for the MATS_CommandX functions, where X represents each possible command
available to MATS, as specified in (OHB S. , 2018-06-04).
Commands are then written to the XML file (represented by “root”) and the process reiterates with
the next scheduled science mode.
For an excerpt from a generated example of a XML command file see Figure 37 in the Appendix.

5.4

Discussion

The Operational Planning Tool is fully functional, but currently lacks a complete logging system and
there are also several modes of operation that have yet to be implemented. But the basis of the
program is there, and so it is a simpler task to implement iterations of calculations for the remaining
modes. Full documentation is neither completed for the program, as it is expected to receive minor
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adjustments to its design, specifically the formatting of variables and the functional inputs and
outputs, to be iterated and improved upon to make the programs more standardized.
The run time is also quite long as there are many detailed and long simulations. For a timeline period
of one week, the run time is currently estimated to about 30 min which is acceptable, but still a
feature to improve upon.
These changes are currently being implemented and will in the future make the program easier to
use and understand. Lastly, bug fixes and fail safes will be incorporated, so that the program is
harder to crash and safer to use depending on the user inputted variables.
The accuracy of calculated dates is directly inherited from the limitations mentioned in 4.4.
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Summary
Over the course of this project an optimal yaw pointing function was found to counteract the
rotation of the Earth as MATS scans the limb, namely
Ø𝒚𝒂𝒘 = −𝟑. 𝟖° ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (Ɵ𝐚𝐫𝐠 _𝒍𝒂𝒕 – Ø𝑭𝑶𝑽 𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 − 𝟐𝟎°) .

(14)

Ø𝐹𝑂𝑉 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ defined as in Figure 4. This improves the tracking performance of the Limb Imager by a
ten-fold, compare Figure 19 and Figure 21, and hopefully later on, resulting in an improved
resolution of the constructed tomographic images, which are to be created from the sensor data of
MATS.
A functional simulating program was created which can log all stars of a specified visual magnitude,
visible to a satellite with specified orbital parameters, pointing direction, and FOV of its sensor.
The basis of that program was later implemented in an “Operational Planning Tool” and reconfigured
to allow predictions of several different mission events, such as sightings of the Moon. These
different calculators are used in the Timeline-Gen part of the “Operational Planning Tool” to predict
events and to create a suggested timeline of planned science modes, specified in the “Science Modes
for MATS” document (Christensen, Gumbel, & Megner, 2018). The “Operational Planning Tool” also
uses another program, XML-Gen, to convert a suggested timeline of planned science modes into a
mission command XML-file as specified in the “Innosat Payload Timeline XML Definition” document
(OHB S. , 2018-06-04).
These results work together to improve the data collected while also aiding with the operation of
MATS, hopefully resulting in MATS being more successful.
All programs created are planned to be further developed; improving the ease of usage and
expansion. Also in the case of the “Operational Planning Tool”, more modules corresponding to the
calculation and planning of commands for more science modes are planned to be implemented.
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Appendix

Figure 35: Copy of Figure 22 but with horizontal grid-lines showing the binned pixel size of the Limb Imager’s UV CCDs
during normal Limb Imaging. The vertical grid-lines are irrelevant.

Figure 36: Copy of Figure 25 but with horizontal grid-lines showing the binned pixel size of the Limb Imager’s UV CCDs
during normal Limb Imaging. The vertical grid-lines are irrelevant.
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Figure 37: Shows an excerpt from a XML command file, genereated using XML-gen from the Operational Planning Tool.
The definition of the layout of the XML command file is specified in the Innosat Payload Timeline XML Definition (OHB S.
, 2018-06-04)
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